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Abstract—In this paper, we present the “DORCIS” tool, which finds depth-optimized quantum circuit implementations for arbitrary 3- and 4-bit S-boxes. It follows up from the previous LIGHTER-R tool (which only works for 4-bit S-boxes) by extending it in multiple ways. LIGHTER-R only deals at the top level (i.e., Toffoli gates), whereas DORCIS takes quantum decomposition (i.e., Clifford + T gates) into account. Further, DORCIS optimizes for quantum depth and T depth. We match, if not surpass, other optimized quantum circuit implementations put forth in the other papers. Similar to LIGHTER-R, our tool is also easy to use, and we provide an extended interface to IBM’s Qiskit.

Index Terms—S-Box, Quantum Computing, Optimized Implementation, LIGHTER-R

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, quantum computing is being considered as a serious threat to the integrity of the security/privacy algorithms used in our regular communication. In particular, it is causing accelerated research efforts to defend cryptography for a post-quantum world. In the effort of learning which of our current in-use cryptographic protocols are weak to such attacks, we aim to use or simulate quantum computers ourselves to diagnose encryption weaknesses. Recent research works like [6], [18], [19] reflect this.

To optimize a Grover’s search algorithm key recovery attack against a given protocol, we require a minimally burdensome quantum circuit implementation of the protocol. One such metric that scales with computational burden is the circuit’s depth. In a quantum computer simulation, a depth-optimized quantum circuit decreases the time it takes to compute the outcome of the simulated attack. In a physical realization of a quantum computer, a depth-optimized circuit reduces the proximity between components, decreasing the amount of noise in the circuit.

Our Contribution

Previous work used an efficient meet-in-the-middle algorithm proposed in [21] to create a reversible circuit optimization tool for gate cost optimization [15]. However, unlike the classical computing paradigm, the state in a single quantum wire cannot be measured at points both before and after a quantum gate acts on the wire, which complicates the design process for a depth-optimization tool.

We therefore decided to port the meet-in-the-middle algorithm from [21] and built in a depth-searching metric into it. To see the difference in performance before and after our modifications, we weighted gate-costs the same as our depth gate weights for DORCIS and asked each one to implement the GIFT S-Box.

DORCIS also comes with a tool that decomposes non-Clifford gates to a T-depth minimizing decomposition. We use DORCIS here to find depth-optimizations of other circuits superior to all other depth-optimization attempts.

All the code built for this publication, as well as all implementation examples created, are available as an open-source project.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we give some background for S-boxes, depth, and T-depth in the context of circuit optimization in Section II. Next, we give an overview for our presented tool, “DORCIS” in Section III. Then, we show some optimized implementations for several 3-bit and 4-bit S-boxes, and compare our implementations to ones found in other papers in Section IV. Conclusion is given in Section V. Additionally, Section VI shows the Qiskit implementation in terms decomposed quantum gates obtained from DORCIS.

II. BACKGROUND & PREREQUISITES

In reversible circuit optimization, depth and T-depth are two metrics that impact the cost and reliability of a quantum computer attack against a given encryption protocol. S-boxes describe how we want our circuits to behave given a particular input, and LUT/bit-slice formats are ways we concisely describe the total functionality of

a given S-box. Here, we give some background on each of the relevant topics for this paper.

### A. S-Box

An S-box is a function $f : \{0, 1\}^M \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^N$ which, when converted to decimal representations, is a function $S : [0, 2^M - 1] \rightarrow [0, 2^N - 1]$. Typically, block ciphers require the non-linearity from $S$ to defend against well-known cryptanalysis attacks. In quantum computing, we must have $f$ be bijective, since information loss is irreversible in the reversible computing paradigm. Thus, for this paper, we refer to a bijective $f : \{0, 1\}^N \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^N$ as an $N$-bit S-box.

S-boxes ensure the property of confusion for a block cipher. In other words, S-boxes ensure that multiple parts of the key are used to create the ciphertext, therefore obscuring the relationship between the plaintext/key and the ciphertext.

Since S-boxes are non-linear functions at a high-level of inspection, there is a need to describe them concisely rather than explicitly writing the function definitions out. For an $N$-bit S-box, call its input $X$. Though $X$ is the input to the S-box in binary, so $X \in \{0, 1\}^N$, we can equivalently describe it in decimal form with $X \in [0, 2^N - 1]$. Henceforth, we will let the binary form of some number $K$ be given as $K_0K_1...K_{N-1}$ with $K_i$ indicating the $(i+1)^{th}$ most significant digit of $K$ when written in binary.

In the look-up table (LUT) format, an $N$-bit S-box is described as a $2^N$ digit long string $L_0L_1...L_{2^N-1}$, with each digit in base $2^N$. Then, the S-box is given by

$$f(i) = L_i$$

Concretely, the identity function would be given by $012...2^N-1$ since $L_i = i$.

In the bit-slice format, an $N$-bit S-box is described as a $N \times \frac{2^N}{\log_2 \beta}$ digit long number, with each digit in a predetermined base $\beta$ that is a power of 2, and with $(N-1)$ spaces typically separating each of the $N$ “blocks” of $\frac{2^N}{\log_2 \beta}$ digits. Denote each digit $B_{i,j}$, where $0 \leq i < N$ and $0 \leq j < \frac{2^N}{\log_2 \beta}$. Then, $B_{i,j}$ is the $(j+1)^{th}$ digit of the $(i+1)^{th}$ block and

$$B_{i,j} = \left\lfloor \frac{\log_2 \beta - 1}{2^{n+1}} \right\rfloor (L_{i+j(\log_2 \beta)})_i$$

A visualization of Equation (2) with $\beta = 16$ is shown in Table I. While both the S-box formats can be passed into DORCIS, we will refer to S-boxes only in LUT form for the remainder of this paper.

Additionally, for the rest of this paper, we will assume $\beta = 16$ for bit-slice formats. So for $\beta = 16$, the 3-bit identity S-box in bit-slice format would be given by 0F3355 and that of the 4-bit identity S-box would be given by 00FF0F0F3333 5555.

### B. Depth

The depth of a quantum circuit (also known as the “quantum depth”) is defined as the number of gates in a circuit, counting any set of parallelizable gates as a single gate.

![Fig. 1: A basic 4-bit circuit with quantum depth 3](image-url)

In Figure 1, there are two pairs of parallelizable CNOT gates near the entry point of the circuit, followed by one additional gate thereafter. Hence, the quantum depth is 3.

Quantum depth is notably different from classical depth, which is the maximum number of gates which can be entirely contained in a left-to-right path through the circuit. In other words, the classical depth is the maximum number of gates a single source of electrical charge can pass through, entering from one of the lines at the left and exiting from any of the lines on the right. In Figure 1, the classical depth is 2. Henceforth, when we refer to “depth”, we refer to quantum depth.

### C. T-Depth

The T-depth of a quantum circuit is defined as the number of non-Clifford gates in a circuit, counting any set of parallelizable non-Clifford gates as a single gate. Both the NOT and the CNOT gates are Clifford gates, but the Toffoli (CCNOT) and CCCNOT gates are not.

In order to optimize for T-depth, we needed to decide on a T-gate decomposition for our non-Clifford gates that minimizes T-depth. The most T-depth minimal decomposition of a Toffoli gate has T-depth of 1, and requires four extra ancilla lines [24]. The decomposition has depth of 7, and it is shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUT →</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>↓ bit-slice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_0$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I:** 3-bit identity S-box bit-slice calculation with $\beta = 16$
To the best of our knowledge, the best decomposition for a CCCNOT gate has T-depth of 3, with the decomposition having depth of 21, using the generalization for the T-depth minimal representation given in [24]. We therefore choose these representations for the Toffoli and CCCNOT gates for DORCIS.

We acknowledge that, in choosing decompositions that optimize T-depth, we incur the cost of adding ancilla lines for each T-gate to use.

A notable alternative candidate has 3 T-depth Toffoli decomposition without ancillae, as depicted in Figure 3. Regardless of decomposition choice, various decompositions can be adapted into DORCIS by changing the depth and T-depth costs given to each gate.

By choosing the decomposition in Figure 2, we are saying that every Toffoli gate in every circuit henceforth will contribute to the depth on its three acting lines by 7, and to the T-depth by 1. We choose this decomposition over the decompositions with no ancilla lines, because we aim to find theoretical minimum T-depth implementations for arbitrary S-boxes.

We say a circuit is a ‘top level’ (or sometimes simply referred to as ‘reversible’) circuit if its non-Clifford gates have not been decomposed to its elementary T gates, H gates, and accompanying Clifford gates. We say a circuit is decomposed if all the non-Clifford gates have been decomposed.

D. Related Works

Proposed in the context of classical computing, LIGHTER [21], only accepts bijective S-boxes. However, LIGHTER has no built-in functionality for depth optimization. Also, LIGHTER search generates in-place implementation (i.e., without using any extra variable), which makes it compatible for reversible computing. This was studied in LIGHTER-R [15].

Speaking about other tools, one may note that [27] works by solving the shortest linear program (SLP) problem over a path between each input and its corresponding output. However, this approach assumes that states in a wire before and after a gate can both be accessed by later points in the circuit, which is not directly compatible for the quantum computing paradigm.

III. Tool Overview

A. LIGHTER Details

LIGHTER uses a graph-based meet-in-the-middle algorithm. It creates a start point at the identity function, and an end point at the output of a given S-box. It then repeatedly expands two graphs, starting at each point, by adding gates. As LIGHTER expands both graphs, it continually searches for collisions between the graphs, returning the connecting path as an implementation. Also, LIGHTER makes extensive use of parallelism in its code, meaning that the S-Box circuit layout is non-deterministic (as whichever thread returns first will print its S-Box out). That said, its algorithm and its search pattern is entirely deterministic.

Curiously, the search strategy of the tool described by Dansarie in [13], [14] (which considers the algorithm due to Kwan [22]², and an extension of it) was ignored by the LIGHTER designers. It offers the following advantages over LIGHTER:

1) It is heuristic, so it can be run multiple times and the best one can be taken as the final implementation (LIGHTER is algorithmically deterministic and does exhaustive search). The former can even work with 8-bit S-boxes (albeit slowly), but LIGHTER does not scale up beyond 4-bit S-boxes.

2) It does not force reversibility, so it will likely to find improved implementations in the classical computing paradigm, and can deal with non-bijective S-boxes (the original work [22] presented implementation of the DES S-boxes). LIGHTER only looks for reversible implementation (and hence does not work with a non-bijective S-box).

3) It does not assume a minimum three-step solution unlike LIGHTER (which comes from LIGHTER’s meet-in-the-middle search strategy). This is useful when an S-box is implementable at two or less steps. LIGHTER will either force some redundant step (only to cancel it later) or will crash in a similar situation. All the examples of the first case (i.e., redundant computation) we found have to do with some trivial S-box (such as, identity or any other linear S-box); it is unclear whether this case happens with any non-trivial S-box.

Indeed, the only algorithmic advantage that LIGHTER has over the Kwan’s algorithm is the reversible implementation, but the authors [21] seemed to be unaware of that.

Some of the problems/features of LIGHTER are shown in Codes 1, 2 and 3. In Code 1, LIGHTER implements the 4-bit identity S-box (0123456789ABCDEF); where its 3-step strategy forces to do a redundant XOR operation which is then canceled. Another example (with S-box 1032547698BADCFE) where the least significant coordinate function is XORed with 1 is given in Code 2, where LIGHTER crashes. The same thing happens if one tries to generate; e.g., the SKINNY S-box [8] from the PICCOLO S-box [25]; despite one S-box being apart from another just by an XOR operation at one coordinate function. Finally, Code 3 shows the feature of the reversible implementation (with the S-box 103254EF98BADC67). As LIGHTER does not use any extra variable, it has to recompute the same thing if that is needed more than once. In this example, the same NAND operation is computed twice (lines 6 and 7). This is useful in quantum computing (as no ancilla qubit is used); but causes extra cost in the classical computing paradigm.

Code 1: LIGHTER implementation of 0123456789ABCDEF (C file content)

```c
1 F[0] = X[0];
2 F[1] = X[1];
3 F[2] = X[3];
4 F[3] = X[2];
5
6 F[3] = XOR2 (F[3], F[2]);
7 F[3] = XOR2 (F[3], F[2]);
8
9 X[0] = F[0];
10 X[1] = F[1];
```

Code 2: LIGHTER result for 1032547698BADCFE (terminal content)

```c
1 From: 00FF 0F0F 3333 5555
2 To: 00FF 0F0F 3333 AAAA
3 terminate called after throwing an instance of
   'std::out_of_range'
4 what(): map::at
5 Aborted (core dumped)
```
B. Modifications from LIGHTER

Unlike LIGHTER, DORCIS optimizes with respect to depth and T-depth, not gate costs. Therefore, instead of associating a cost with each gate, we need to store the depth and T-depth contribution of each gate to the circuit.

To calculate this, we create an $N$-bit array $\text{depths}[N]$, where $\text{depths}[i]$ is the number of gates which use line $i$ as either an input or an output. Whenever a new gate is added, we increment the input lines $\text{depths}[i]$ by the appropriate depth contributions. We then modify the MITM algorithm and LIGHTER’s base code and data structures to accommodate a new, and qualitatively different, metric to optimize against.

For example, depth has to be calculated by adding gates starting near the circuit entry point before adding gates sequentially in the direction of the circuit exit. In the LIGHTER’s base code, addition of gate costs is done from the collision point of the two graph expansion paths towards each respective end of the circuit. Since depth’s gate contributions may be different dependent on the order the gates come in, we incorporated a stack and a queue to store the collision path’s gates. Then, we could correctly compute depth by calculating gate contributions sequentially from circuit start to end.

C. Search Differences from LIGHTER-R

Unlike LIGHTER and LIGHTER-R, the parameter to optimize against has changed. We still use the graph expansion and BFS algorithm originally described in LIGHTER, due to its generality and verified efficiency, but the interpretation on what to search for has significantly changed. This introduced an additional challenge which required the aforementioned algorithmic modifications. For this reason, DORCIS has no backwards compatibility with either LIGHTER or LIGHTER-R.

To verify the differences in searching algorithms, we searched for an optimized S-box implementation of the GIFT block cipher with both programs (cost for LIGHTER, depth for DORCIS), weighting the LIGHTER costs the same as our depth search weights. We can see that they create very different implementations. Notably, LIGHTER-R’s proposed implementation (Figure 5b) has a depth of 32, while ours (Figure 5c) has a depth of 31. This comparison demonstrates the algorithmic modifications we made to suit the qualitative differences between cost and depth.

DORCIS, by default, outputs implementations in terms of the top level gates, to maintain the convention of LIGHTER. However, we included a tool to decompose top level gates output by DORCIS.

D. Comment on PEIGEN

PEIGEN has two components: An extension of the LIGHTER code, to 3-8 dimensions, and a circuit depth optimization tool. The depth optimization tool is unfit for adaptation to quantum circuits because it assumes that a signal in a wire can be measured from both before and after a gate acting upon it. Thus, it reduces the depth-circuit problem to a shortest-linear-path problem. But this assumption, which motivates the design of the solving algorithm, cannot be translated into a quantum circuit tool without undue and significant ancilla line additions.

The LIGHTER component from PEIGEN optimizes with respect to gate costs, and uses the same searching method. However, attempts to search for implementations of non-trivial 5-bit or larger S-boxes never returned an output. Since PEIGEN included code from other applications as well, each gate programmed in had several other necessary dependencies or inherited attributes from other files in the PEIGEN tool. So modifications of the code to add new quantum gates did not create operational gates.

Though PEIGEN could compile with a 5-bit search request, its exhaustive search time scales exponentially with S-box dimension. Hence, we chose to build off of LIGHTER rather than PEIGEN.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION/RESULT

Unlike LIGHTER-R, DORCIS also works with 3-bit S-boxes. Figure 4 shows a depth optimized implementation of LOWMC (which is given by $01367452$).

![Fig. 4: LOWMC S-box implementation by DORCIS](image)

The implementation in Figure 5a shows a LIGHTER-R generated implementation of the GIFT S-box ($1A4C6F392DB7508E$) that is shown in Figure 5a. Using the same non-Clifford gate decompositions as our implementations assume, their implementation of the GIFT S-box has depth 34 and T-depth 4. In the same paper, the authors also put forth an implementation for the PRESENT S-box ($C56B90AD3EF84712$), which was generated using LIGHTER-R, and is shown in Figure 6a.

![Fig. 5: GIFT S-box implementation](image)

![Fig. 6: PRESENT S-box implementation](image)

From Figure 6a, we can see the LIGHTER-R generated implementation of the PRESENT S-box has depth 33 and T-Depth 4. In Figure 6b, we can see that the DORCIS optimized circuit has depth 32 and T-depth 4. This is a step-up compared to LIGHTER-R, and a step-up in depth optimization from all previously known implementations of PRESENT.

Recent work has involved the development of a block cipher, DEFAULT, resistant to differential fault attacks. The DEFAULT block cipher consists of layers, with an outer layer (DEFAULT-LAYER) being applied, an inner layer (DEFAULT-CORE), then a second round of DEFAULT-LAYER [5, Chapters 7, 8] (and also in [4, Chapters 7, 8]). Since DEFAULT is a relatively new proposal, we will demonstrate the utility of DORCIS for analysis of lesser known protocols by examining the stark differences in implementations given by [5, Chapters 7,8] and DORCIS.

The provided DEFAULT-CORE S-box implementation has depth 45, T-Depth 6. It was generated by LIGHTER-R. DORCIS provided an implementation with depth 31, and T-depth 4, for a total reduction of 14 in the depth metric, and 2 in the T-depth metric.

The provided DEFAULT-LAYER implementation has depth 19, T-depth 2. The implementation found by a
V. Conclusion & Future Work

From our demonstrated examples, we can see an improvement on depth and T-depth optimization on the currently known best results. Because depth and T-depth can be major indicators of circuit complexity, we believe DORCIS will be a compelling tool for finding 3-bit and 4-bit quantum S-box implementations.

DORCIS can be extended further from 3-bit and 4-bit S-boxes to 5-bit S-boxes and beyond. In our tests for determining 5-bit compatibility, we observed that the search-space was far too large to find implementations in. However, progress has already been made to extend such software into use in higher bit contexts [23]. Such methods may also be applied to DORCIS, which could see extended functionality given a similar approach. Apart from this, a follow-up work of the Kwan’s algorithm [13], [14], [22] would be appreciated (as LIGHTER’s search strategy is inferior) in the classical (irreversible) computing paradigm.
### TABLE II: DORCIS result summary

(a) 3-bit S-box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBox</th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>DORCIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWMC [1]</td>
<td>01367452</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PYJAMASK-3 [16]</td>
<td>13652470</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA [26]</td>
<td>05674312</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) 4-bit S-box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBox</th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>LIGHTER-R</th>
<th>DORCIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELEPHANT [9]</td>
<td>EDB0214F7A859C36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICCOLO [25]</td>
<td>E4B238091A7FE6C5D</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PYJAMASK-4 [16]</td>
<td>2D397BA6E0F4851C</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECTANGLE [30]</td>
<td>65CA1E79B03DBF42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIFT [7]</td>
<td>1A4C6F392DB7508E</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESENT [10]</td>
<td>C56B90AD3EF84712</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFAULT-CORE [5]</td>
<td>196F7C82AED043B5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKINNY [8]</td>
<td>C6901A2B385D4E7F</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOEKEON GAMMA [12]</td>
<td>7A2C48F0591E3DB6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECTANGLE [30]</td>
<td>65CA1E79B03DBF42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWINE [28]</td>
<td>C0FA2B9583D71E64</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QARMA [3]</td>
<td>ADE6F735980C8124</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH $S_0$ [29]</td>
<td>9A4B0F1A26758E</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9: Decomposition of DORCIS DEFAULT-LAYER S-box

VI. DECOMPOSED QUANTUM GATES (QISKIT CODES)  LOWMC S-boxes (as generated by DORCIS).

In Code 4 and in Code 5, we respectively present the Qiskit implementation of the DEFAULT-LAYER and the

Code 4: DEFAULT-LAYER S-box (decomposition level)
Code 5: LOWMC S-box (decomposition level)

```
from qiskit import QuantumCircuit
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

circuit = QuantumCircuit(8)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

circuit.h(0)
circuit.initialize(0,6)
circuit.initialize(0,5)
circuit.initialize(0,4)
circuit.initialize(0,3)
circuit = QuantumCircuit(7)
circuit.h(0)
circuit.initialize(0,6)
circuit.initialize(0,5)
circuit.initialize(0,4)
circuit.initialize(0,3)

print(circuit.draw(output="mpl")
```

---
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